
Our growing company is looking for a supply chain, senior manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for supply chain, senior manager

Manage operations with financial acumen, IT & logistics commercial practices
freight pricing, 3PL pricing
Work cross functionally, and closely with other Teams (including customers,
and vendors) for collaborative demand/supply planning, and good
receiving/deliveries
Focus on response management with key stakeholders Supply Planning,
Merchandising, Order Fulfilment, Freight and Logistics, for timely resolution
of issues/queries
Oversee inventory return management activities, actively reviewing returns
inventory and managing timely inventory disposition to maximize return
Operational management of on-site vendors who provide day to day
operational and business support
Drive optimal fill rate and inventory weeks of supply to maximize revenue
opportunities, ensure on-shelf presence and mitigate returns exposure
Build upon vision to elevate operations finance as a world class organization
by executing on both the personnel and process improvement road map
Improve on tools utilized by site management to run business
Perform ROI financial analysis/justifications of sourcing and cost reduction
projects
Lead teams serving clients across industries, while demonstrating executive
presence with C-level client counterparts

Example of Supply Chain, Senior Manager Job
Description
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Familiarity with Supply Chain Management concepts, , forecasting, planning,
optimization, and logistics
4+ years of demonstrated quantitative and qualitative experience with
demonstrated impact to a business, a track record of creative problem
solving using software systems, and the desire to create and build new
processes
The role requires effective communication with senior management with
colleagues from computer science, operations research, and business
backgrounds
Ability to evaluate and adhere to company operating procedures hold others
accountable to SOP adherence
Seeks continuous improvement of processes and procedures, initiates and
coordinates improvement initiatives
Bachelors degree required in Engineering/Business/Supply Chain or a
minimum of 8 years of relevant work experience


